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I. Introduction

In the effort to identify terrorism risks after the September 11th attacks, Congress passed the Maritime
Transportation Security Act (MTSA) of 2002 to mandate that port workers obtain a Transportation
Worker Identification Credential (TWIC), which includes criminal background, immigration status, and
other security checks. TWIC implementation began in October 2007 in the nation's ports, and the
initial enrollment period is scheduled to run through September 2008.
Significantly, the federal law limits the convictions that can disqualify a worker from obtaining a TWIC.
In addition, the law includes a process that allows workers to “waive” disqualifying offenses, and an
appeal process for challenging the FBI rap sheet or other errors. Appeals and certain waivers are also
available for immigration status issues.

This publication is intended to give port workers and their advocates guidance on the TWIC
background check process, and how to seek waivers and appeals when necessary to help workers
keep their jobs. It is primarily aimed at criminal record issues, but it also includes some additional
information on immigration status and other security issues. The guide does not include information
on mental capacity, another basis for TWIC denial under the federal law.

Workers should take advantage of the waiver process to stay on the job if they would otherwise be
disqualified from receiving a TWIC. The Transportation Security Administration (TSA), the agency in
charge of the TWIC process, has made clear that “[i]t is important…that applicants who are disqualified
due to a criminal conviction should make every effort to apply for a waiver, assuming the crime is
waiver-eligible. TSA has developed the waiver program to ensure that individuals who have a criminal
history but no longer pose a threat are not denied…a TWIC.”
Appealing inaccuracies is also critical to obtaining a TWIC and staying on the job. The TWIC appeal
process allows workers to challenge errors in their FBI rap sheets and in the federal immigration status database, as well as the TSA's mistaken interpretation of such information. In fact, 99% of the
appeals filed by workers in TSA's hazmat driver program, which uses the same background check,
were resolved in favor of the worker.

This manual was prepared by the National Employment Law Project (NELP), a non-profit workers'
rights organization that has been helping educate transportation workers about their rights when
subject to the TSA's background checks so that they do not needlessly lose their jobs. NELP welcomes feedback and stories of workers applying for the TWIC and their experiences with the TSA
background checks. NELP's contact information is listed in the guide under “Additional Resources.”
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II. The TWIC Enrollment Process

New hires and current workers who need unescorted access to secure areas of port facilities or vessels will be required to obtain a TWIC card. This includes as many as 1.5 million merchant mariners,
port truck drivers, longshoremen, administrators, contractors, and rail workers. The initial enrollment
period is scheduled to run through September 2008, but notice of the TWIC compliance date for each
port will be issued 90 days before workers must have a TWIC card to enter the port.

*

The TWIC enrollment process consists of the following:

■ Optional Pre-Enrollment (available by
calling 1-866-347-8942 or online at
https://twicprogram.tsa.dhs.gov/TWICWebApp/).
Pre-enrollment is available in English and Spanish.

Tip:

Pre-enrollment will allow TWIC applicants to get an
appointment, so they don't have to wait in line at the enrollment
center. However, creating a login to pre-enroll online can be
time-consuming. Workers may want to pre-enroll by phone instead,
using the number listed above.

■ Mandatory Enrollment. Each port is being scheduled by TSA to begin in-person enrollment for
the TWIC at designated locations. (A current schedule is attached in Appendix A, for updates see
http://www.tsa.gov/assets/pdf/twicquarterlydeploymentschedule.pdf) At enrollment, workers provide
immigration/identity documentation, they sign a “disclosure form,” provide fingerprints for the
background check, and pay the required $132.50 fee for the TWIC (payable by credit card, money
order, or certified check).

*

Tips:

✓ Answering questions on disclosure form. Applicants will need to sign a form asking questions about prior convictions and immigration status, among other items. (A copy of the disclosure form is attached in Appendix B.) The disclosure form asks whether the
worker intends to file a “waiver” of disqualifying offenses. This means that the worker is acknowledging a prior conviction that meets
the definition of a disqualifying offense under the TWIC law, and plans to request a waiver of that disqualification. It is unclear how
TSA intends to use this information, but applicants should answer the questions truthfully and completely to the best of their ability and
should request a waiver.
✓ Language access. Unfortunately, most enrollment centers do not have staff who can translate or interpret for non-English speakers
or people with limited English proficiency. TSA recommends that workers bring their own translators if they need assistance.
✓ Required identity/immigration documentation can be found in Appendix C or at
http://www.tsa.gov/what_we_do/layers/twic/twic_faqs.shtm#enrollment.

✓ Fingerprints may need to be taken several times to get a readable print for the FBI background check, especially for truck drivers who
may be more difficult to fingerprint.

■ TSA Background Check. TSA then conducts “security threat assessment” background checks for
criminal history, immigration status, and terrorism/intelligence watch lists.

■ TSA Determination. If a worker is approved after the background check, the worker picks up the
TWIC card at the enrollment center. If a worker is potentially disqualified, TSA will send an “Initial
Determination of Threat Assessment” and the worker has the right to appeal mistakes and seek
waiver of certain disqualifications.
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III. Criminal Background and Immigration Status:
Who is Eligible to Receive a TWIC?
A.

Disqualifying Criminal Offenses

Under the TWIC law, there are “permanent disqualifying criminal offenses” and “interim disqualifying
criminal offenses” that can result in the denial of a TWIC. Both types of disqualifying offenses only
include felonies, not misdemeanors.

Most of the disqualifying crimes fall into the “interim” category, which means they only prevent someone from obtaining a TWIC if the conviction occurred during the 7-year period before the individual
applies for a TWIC card, or if the person was released from incarceration during the 5-year period
before the person applies for a TWIC card (whichever is later). All of these offenses can be waived,
as described in Section V.
Interim disqualifying felonies (all eligible for a TSA waiver):
◆ Weapons offenses, including unlawful possession, use, sale, manufacture, purchase,
distribution, receipt, transfer, shipment, transportation, delivery, import, export, or storage of,
or dealing in, a firearm or other weapon
◆ Drug offenses, including distribution of, possession with intent to distribute, or importation of
a controlled substance
◆ “Dishonesty, fraud or misrepresentation” (not including welfare fraud or writing bad checks).
Note: This is a broad category that has not been defined, but TSA tends to view these as
offenses where dishonesty, fraud or misrepresentation is a central element of the crime,
such as identity theft, income tax evasion, etc.
◆ Extortion
◆ Bribery
◆ Smuggling
◆ Immigration violations
◆ Arson
◆ Kidnapping or hostage taking
◆ Rape or aggravated sexual abuse
◆ Assault with intent to kill
◆ Robbery
◆ Fraudulent entry into a seaport in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1036 or comparable state law
◆ A violation of the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations (RICO) Act or comparable
state law, other than a RICO violation based on a predicate act that is one of the permanent
disqualifying offenses
◆ Conspiracy or attempt to commit any of the above crimes
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The list of permanent disqualifying offenses includes four serious security-related crimes that cannot
be waived, as well as several offenses that can be waived. “Permanent” means that these offenses
could disqualify a worker from receiving a TWIC no matter when the conviction occurred, and
regardless of when the worker was released from incarceration. Thus, they are lifetime
disqualifications, although most may still be waived. Below are the specific offenses that fall into
each category.

Permanent disqualifying felonies not eligible for a TSA waiver:
◆ Espionage or conspiracy to commit espionage
◆ Sedition or conspiracy to commit sedition
◆ Treason or conspiracy to commit treason
◆ A federal terrorism crime (as defined in 18 U.S.C. § 2332b(g)), a crime under comparable
state law, or conspiracy to commit such a crime

Permanent disqualifying felonies eligible for a TSA waiver:
◆ A crime involving a “transportation security incident” (under TSA regulations work stoppages
or other nonviolent employee-related action resulting from an employer-employee dispute
are not “transportation security incidents”)
◆ Improper transportation of hazardous material in violation of 49 U.S.C. §5104(b) or
comparable state law
◆ Unlawful possession, use, sale, distribution, manufacture, purchase, receipt, transfer,
shipment, transportation, delivery, import, export, storage of, or dealing in an explosive
or explosive device
◆ Murder
◆ Making any threat or maliciously conveying false information concerning the deliverance,
placement, or detonation of an explosive or other lethal device in or against a place of public
use, a state or other government facility, a public transportation system, or infrastructure facility
◆ A violation of the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations (RICO) Act or comparable
state law, if one of the predicate acts is one of the permanent disqualifying crimes
◆ Conspiracy to commit any of the crimes in this list
◆ Attempt to commit any of the permanent disqualifying offenses

*
✓
✓

Tips:

If a worker knows that he or she has one of the disqualifying offenses eligible for waiver, the worker can reduce delays by starting to
collect letters of reference from employers, parole and probation officers to support the waiver application (see Section V).
If a worker applying for a TWIC knows that he or she has one of the disqualifying offenses, the worker should look into available
options for expunging that conviction as soon as possible, without waiting to go through the enrollment process. For state-by-state
information on these expungement options, consult http://www.sentencingproject.org/PublicationDetails.aspx?PublicationID=486.

How does TSA view an expunged conviction?
Unfortunately, not all expungements erase a criminal conviction for purposes of the TWIC. Under TSA
rules, a conviction is only considered expunged (and no longer disqualifying) if it is “removed from the
individual's criminal history record and there are no legal disabilities or restrictions” other than the fact
that it can still be used for sentencing purposes for subsequent convictions.

The following states have expungement laws that should meet TSA's definition: Idaho; Kentucky;
Michigan; Mississippi; Montana; Nevada; New Hampshire; North Carolina; Oklahoma; Oregon;
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Pennsylvania; South Carolina; South Dakota; Vermont; and Wisconsin. Even if an expungement does
not erase a conviction for TSA purposes, official documentation of the expungement should be submitted
as part of a waiver application because it is strong proof that the applicant is rehabilitated and does not
pose a security threat (see Section V).

B.

Immigration Status Categories

To qualify for a TWIC, a worker must be allowed to work in the U.S. under one of the following categories:
◆ U.S. citizen
◆ Lawful permanent resident
◆ Refugee
◆ Asylee
◆ Immigrant with unrestricted work authorization (except S-5, S-6, K-1, K-2)
◆ Immigrant with certain restricted work authorization (including H-1B, H-1B1, E-1, L-1, O-1 and
certain other visas)
◆ In some cases, workers with Temporary Protected Status (TPS) may also qualify for a TWIC
after applying for a “waiver” (see section V). Currently, TPS is available for Honduras,
Nicaragua, El Salvador, Somalia, Sudan, and Burundi.
◆ For a complete list of immigration status categories eligible for TWIC, see Appendix D or
http://www.tsa.gov/what_we_do/layers/twic/twic_faqs.shtm#eligibility
Caution for Non-Citizens Applying for TWIC:

Non-citizens who otherwise meet the requirements to obtain a TWIC should nevertheless be aware that the background check may bring
certain convictions or immigration violations to the attention of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), which is the parent agency
not only of TSA but also of Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE). Certain criminal convictions and immigration violations may
subject non-citizens to removal proceedings. It is not clear whether the results of the background checks will be shared with ICE.
However, as a cautionary measure, non-citizens with criminal or immigration violation convictions should consult with an immigration
attorney before applying for a TWIC.
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IV. What Should a Worker Do After Receiving an
“Initial Determination of Threat Assessment”
Based on the Background Check?

If, after conducting the background check (including reviewing any FBI rap sheet and federal
immigration database record), TSA identifies any disqualifying offenses or other concerns, TSA will
send the worker an “Initial Determination of Threat Assessment” (IDTA) letter. (Copies of this IDTA
letter are attached in Appendix E.) This letter explains the basis for the initial determination that the
worker is not eligible for a TWIC, and notifies the worker that he or she may request the materials on
which TSA relied in making the determination (such as the FBI rap sheet), and may submit an appeal
and/or request a waiver. Workers must then decide whether it is appropriate to request a waiver, file
an appeal, or perhaps both, depending on the situation.
In most cases, it is advisable to request a copy of the materials TSA relied upon in making its
initial determination. This is critical if the IDTA appears to be incorrect, and there is reason to believe
that many IDTAs will be incorrect. The FBI criminal history record database contains many errors and
often does not contain complete information, such as the result of an arrest or the expungement of a
conviction. In fact, the U.S. Attorney General reports that up to 50% of the FBI records are missing
information about the outcome of an arrest. In addition, the U.S. Department of Justice has
acknowledged that the federal database used to verify immigration status is frequently flawed in
content and accuracy. Workers will need to review items such as the FBI rap sheet carefully to see
whether they are inaccurate or incomplete in order to decide whether to file an appeal. (For a list of
common problems to look out for, see Section VI.)
Unfortunately, requesting a copy of the FBI rap sheet or other documents relied on by TSA may cause
a delay because TSA has up to 60 days to provide the materials after receiving a request. If an
applicant does not appeal, request materials, or ask for an extension of time from TSA within 60 days
of receiving an Initial Determination, the Initial Determination will automatically become a “Final
Determination of Threat Assessment,” meaning that a worker can still apply for a waiver but can no
longer challenge errors through the appeal process.
In some cases, it may not be necessary to request a copy of the materials relied upon by TSA. For
example, if a worker knows that the conviction relied upon by TSA is accurate and is in fact one of the
disqualifying offenses, or if the worker has Temporary Protected Status as an immigrant, the worker
should prepare to request a waiver of the disqualification.
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V. The Waiver Process: How Can a Worker Ask
TSA to Waive a Disqualification?

As mentioned earlier, TSA encourages applicants with disqualifying convictions who pose no security
threat to apply for a waiver of the disqualification showing that they are not a terrorism risk. Immigrant
workers with Temporary Protected Status can also apply for a waiver in order to obtain a TWIC.
Workers should routinely seek a TSA waiver in these situations. In fact, TSA granted the majority of
waiver applications received under the TSA hazmat driver background check program, and it should
be no different with the TWIC program.

■ Who Qualifies for a Waiver? Workers who have certain “permanent” disqualifying crimes and all
“interim” disqualifications (see Section III) can apply for a waiver from TSA, as can immigrant workers
with Temporary Protected Status.
■ TSA's Waiver Standard: TSA will waive a disqualification if the applicant “does not pose a
security threat.”

■ Factors Considered in Evaluating the Waiver Application: For criminal record disqualifications,
TSA will primarily look at the length of time the applicant has been out of prison if sentenced to
incarceration, the applicant's history since the conviction, the circumstances surrounding the
conviction, and references from employers, probation officers, parole officers, clergy and others who
know the applicant and can attest to his or her responsibility and good character. For workers with
Temporary Protected Status, TSA will look at the applicant's record since arriving in the United States,
as well as letters of reference from employers, teachers, religious and spiritual personnel, and others.

When should a worker submit a waiver application? Workers can file a waiver application anytime
after receiving an IDTA, but no later than 60 days after the date of service of a Final Determination
of Threat Assessment unless TSA grants an extension of time for “good cause.”
How to count time under the TSA rules?

The time deadlines for the TWIC program are all counted by starting with the “date of service,” so it is important to know what the “date of
service” means under the TSA rules:
✓ The date of personal delivery to the residential address listed in the TWIC application, or
✓ If mailed with a certificate of service, the date on the certificate of service, or

✓ If mailed with no certificate of service, 10 days from the date mailed to the address designated on the application as the mailing address, or
✓ If mailed with no certificate of service or postmark, the date mailed to the address designated on the application as the mailing address, or
✓ The date on which an electronic transmission occurs.

What should be included in a worker's waiver application? The waiver application should consist
of a letter explaining the reasons why the applicant does not pose a security threat and documents to
support the waiver argument. For workers seeking to waive a disqualifying offense, the letter must
include the circumstances that led to the conviction (note that expressions of remorse for criminal activity
are generally viewed more favorably than a claim that it was the police, a friend, or someone else's
fault) and the reasons why the worker is not a security threat. This description should include the
length of time since the conviction or release from incarceration and a description of what the worker
has done since the conviction/release from incarceration, particularly employment history, community
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service activities or other types of rehabilitation.

It is also very important to submit as many of the following documents supporting the waiver application
as possible:
◆
Official documentation showing that the applicant has complied with probation guidelines
and all terms of the sentence, paid restitution/fines, and, if applicable, expunged the conviction
(see note on page 4 about expungement).
◆
Proof of rehabilitation such as a certificate of completion from a rehabilitation program, drug
treatment program, etc.
◆ Letters of support from employers, probation/parole officers, clergy, community leaders, elected
officials, and family members describing the applicant's good character and the reasons why the
applicant is deserving of a waiver. A letter from an employer emphasizing the worker's dedication
and rehabilitation is particularly persuasive (see Appendix F for a sample employer letter).
◆ Awards, recognition or positive performance reviews received since the conviction.
◆ Sentencing report or transcript that contains favorable information on the circumstances
surrounding the crime.
◆ Any other information that would help TSA determine that the worker does not pose a
security threat.
What happens after the worker submits a waiver application to TSA? A TSA Waiver Review
Board reviews every application and makes a recommendation to the Director of Security Threat
Evaluation, who decides whether to grant the waiver. TSA will send a written decision granting or
denying the waiver within 60 days of the applicant's request for a waiver.
If TSA denies the waiver application, what additional steps can a worker take?

The law allows workers to seek independent review of TSA's decision by appealing to an Administrative Law Judge (ALJ). If
the waiver is denied, the applicant has 30 days from the date of service of the denial to appeal this decision to an ALJ.
Extensions of time may only be granted for “good cause.” The request for review must be sent to: ALJ Docketing Center,
U.S. Coast Guard, 40 S. Gay Street, Room 412, Baltimore, MD 21202-4022. (It is always a good idea to send it certified mail.)

The appeal request must clearly state the issues to be reviewed, and must
include a copy of the waiver application and all documents submitted with the
waiver application, as well as a copy of TSA's decision denying the waiver
request. When submitting an appeal request, an applicant may also request
an in-person hearing before the ALJ. If the ALJ grants a hearing request,
the hearing will take place within 60 days of receipt of the hearing request.
The ALJ must issue a decision within 30 days after the record is closed. If the
ALJ denies the waiver, the worker can appeal to the “TSA Final Decision
Maker.” This appeal must be filed within 30 days the ALJ's decision, and must
be a written request explaining why the ALJ's decision was not supported by
substantial evidence. It is not a chance to review all the evidence anew.

What does the ALJ consider on appeal and
what happens at the hearing?
◆ The ALJ will only consider evidence or

information that was presented to TSA in
the waiver application, new or supplemental
information will not be considered.
◆ At the hearing, the applicant can present
witness testimony and other evidence,
submit testimony rebutting TSA's evidence,
and cross-examine TSA's witnesses. A
transcript of the hearing will be made but the
applicant will have to pay to receive a copy.
◆ The standard of proof for the ALJ appeal is
“substantial evidence,” meaning relevant
evidence that a reasonable person might
accept as adequate to support a conclusion.

The TSA Final Decision Maker then issues a decision within 60 days of
receipt of the appeal or, if the government files a response to the appeal,
within 30 days after receiving the response. If the TSA Final Decision
Maker upholds the denial of the applicant's request for waiver, the applicant
can appeal that final order by filing a “petition for review” within 60 days in a
United States Court of Appeal. Review should only be sought in the Court of Appeal for exceptional cases where the
record reflects problems in the TSA decision-making process.
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VI. The Appeal Process: How Can a Worker Correct
Errors in the FBI Rap Sheet, the Immigration
Database, or TSA's Analysis?

Very often, the Initial Determination of Threat Assessment (IDTA) is simply inaccurate because the FBI
rap sheet has errors, is incomplete, or TSA mistakenly interpreted the rap sheet. In addition, each time
an arrest for a potentially disqualifying offense shows up on a rap sheet without showing the outcome
of the arrest (whether it was dismissed, charges dropped, acquittal), TSA will issue an IDTA. In these situations, the worker must appeal in order to correct the error with updated information and demonstrate eligibility for a TWIC. Some workers may need to file both an appeal and a waiver application, because there
will be inaccuracies on the rap sheet, but even when those are corrected the worker will still need a waiver of a remaining disqualifying offense.
This section addresses how to appeal routine errors that occur with FBI rap sheets. Appeals can and
should also be filed to challenge improper denials related to immigration status and other erroneous
threat determinations based on intelligence/terrorist watch list information.

When should a worker submit an appeal? Workers must submit an appeal within 60 days of service
of the IDTA, within 60 days of service of any materials requested from TSA, or request an extension of
time “good cause.” Good cause may include situations where the worker did not receive the IDTA on time
through no fault of his or her own, or where the worker has diligently sought the documents needed to
prove that the TSA determination was inaccurate but it was not possible to obtain them within 60 days.

What should be included with an appeal? The contents of the appeal vary depending on the error.
If a worker believes the criminal record is erroneous, or if the result of an arrest is missing and the
worker was not convicted, the worker will generally need to go back to the criminal court where the
proceedings took place to obtain a copy of the underlying documentation that would prove that he or
she meets the standards for the security threat assessment. The appeal letter should explain clearly
why the applicant disputes the TSA's IDTA, and should include all supporting documentation. Only
upon receiving the appeal and documentation will TSA withdraw a threat assessment.
Workers should review the FBI rap sheet and the TSA's IDTA very carefully to identify errors in the
record or TSA's interpretation of the record.

What happens after submitting an appeal? Within 60 days of receiving the applicant's appeal, TSA
will issue a Withdrawal of the Initial Determination if the worker has proven that he or she should not
be disqualified. If TSA rejects the appeal and continues to believe that the worker is disqualified, TSA
will issue a Final Determination of Threat Assessment.

How can a worker appeal a Final Determination of Threat Assessment denying an appeal? A
worker can file a “petition for review” of a Final Determination of Threat Assessment in a United States
Court of Appeal. Review should only be sought in the Court of Appeal for exceptional cases where the
record reflects problems in the TSA decision-making process. Petitions for review must be filed no
later than 60 days after the Final Determination is issued.
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Workers appealing a Final Determination of Threat Assessment based on errors related to intelligence
databases/terrorist watchlists or other security reasons may use the appeal process described here,
and they have the right to request review by an Administrative Law Judge using the same procedure
described in Section V regarding criminal record and Temporary Protected Status waiver applications.

*

Tips for common problems that must be appealed:

✓ Arrests with result not listed on FBI record. Up to 50% of FBI records are incomplete because they have not been updated by the
state or local courts to show the final outcome of the case. Often arrests get inputted when fingerprints are taken, but nothing is reported after on the final outcome of the case. When TSA sees an arrest with no disposition reported, TSA issues an IDTA notifying the
applicant that the result of the arrest is unknown, and gives the applicant 60 days to provide TSA with written proof that the arrest did
not result in a conviction for the disqualifying criminal offense. If TSA does not receive proof in that time, TSA will notify the
applicant that the TWIC is denied.

✓ Convictions that have been pardoned, overturned on appeal, or expunged but this information is not reflected on the FBI
record. Again, because the FBI database is often incomplete, it may not be updated with this type of information and TSA will issue
an IDTA. The worker must provide documentation showing what happened subsequently to correct this disqualification.
✓ Convictions listed without the grade of the offense. FBI rap sheets frequently list a conviction without showing whether it was a
felony, misdemeanor, summary offense, or other, but only felony offenses are disqualifying. TSA will often issue an IDTA if any potentially disqualifying offense shows up on the FBI rap sheet, even if it is not listed as a felony.

Mistaken Felony Example: The FBI rap sheet showed an assault offense, not indicating whether it was a felony or misdemeanor, which
TSA interpreted as a disqualifying felony. The worker obtained the criminal court records showing that this was a misdemeanor assault
conviction, not a felony. Upon receipt of the appeal letter and supporting documentation, TSA withdrew the initial determination of
threat assessment.

✓ Missing information on length of incarceration. The FBI rap sheet will often show the sentence ordered by the criminal court, but
it will not show the date of discharge from prison. Most offenses are only disqualifying if the applicant was released from prison less
than 5 years before applying for a TWIC, or the conviction is less than 7 years old. TSA will issue an IDTA where it appears from the
FBI rap sheet that it has not been 5 years since the applicant's release from incarceration.
Mistaken Time Frame Example: The FBI rap sheet showed a conviction for drug trafficking where the worker was sentenced to 10
years' incarceration, and TSA issued an IDTA on the ground that it had not been 5 years since the worker's release from incarceration.
The worker submitted his state Department of Corrections discharge notice showing that he was released early, more than 5 years
before the date of his application. TSA withdrew the initial determination of threat assessment.

✓ Mistakes in how a state record shows up on an FBI record. In the reporting of criminal history record information from the states
to the FBI, mistakes can be made and details overlooked when that data is converted to an FBI record. These errors may lead to a
worker needing to show that the number of convictions reported is inaccurate, for example. In that case, a worker may need to file an
appeal and waiver application.

Appeal-Waiver Example: The FBI rap sheet showed two perjury offenses, but in reality there was only one criminal case and conviction that had been given two different criminal court case numbers. The worker submitted the county sheriff's record showing that there
was one arrest and prosecution with both case numbers, as well as the district attorney's complaint filed against him referencing both
case numbers. The worker also submitted a waiver request for the one perjury offense, including letters of support from his employer, probation officer, and father. Upon receipt of the appeal and waiver request and supporting documentation, TSA granted the waiver and withdrew the initial determination of threat assessment.
The above examples are in no way a complete list of problems that will arise. Many more mistakes can occur, and unfortunately the
burden is on the worker to obtain official documentation proving that the FBI rap sheet or TSA is wrong. An explanation of how to get
these documents in every state and locality is beyond the bounds of this guide, but a good place to start is by calling the criminal court
clerk's office and explaining the type of documentation needed.
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VII. Resources for Additional Assistance

■ The regulations pertaining to the appeal and waiver process are located at 49 C.F.R. § 1515 et seq.,
and the list of disqualifying offenses is located at 49 C.F.R. § 1572.103. These regulations can be
viewed at TSA's TWIC website: http://www.tsa.gov/assets/pdf/1652-AA41_twic_fr.pdf.
■ A list of “frequently asked questions” is posted on the TSA TWIC website:
http://www.tsa.gov/what_we_do/layers/twic/twic_faqs.shtm.

■ The TSA TWIC Program Help Desk can be reached at 1-866-DHS-TWIC (1-866-347-8942) and
provides assistance in English and Spanish.
■ For additional assistance, contact the National Employment Law Project's Second Chance Labor
Project: Laura Moskowitz at (510) 663-5705 or lmoskowitz@nelp.org.
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Appendix A:

TWIC Port Enrollment Schedule as of December 11, 2007

*

NOTE:

This schedule is as of December 11, 2007.

To view the most up-to-date TWIC Port
Enrollment Schedule, please visit
http://www.tsa.gov/assets/pdf/twicquarterlydeploymentschedule.pdf
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Appendix B:

“Disclosure” Form Used During TWIC Enrollment
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Appendix B: (cont’d)
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Appendix C:

Documentation Required for TWIC

Excerpt from TSA's Frequently Asked Questions
(http://www.tsa.gov/what_we_do/layers/twic/twic_faqs.shtm#enrollment)
What documentation is required for a TWIC? Applicants must provide the appropriate
documents in order to verify their identity. They must provide one document from list A, or two
from list B, one of which must be a government-issued photo ID:
List A

List B
(need two and one must be a governmentissued photo ID)

◆ Unexpired passport
◆ Unexpired Permanent Resident card or
Unexpired Alien Registration Receipt
Card with photograph
◆ Unexpired foreign passport with one of
the following:
• I-551 Stamp;
• Attached INS Form I-94 indicating
unexpired employment authorization;
• Unexpired Employment Authorization
Document (I-766);
• Unexpired Employment Authorization
Card (INS-688B);
• OR with one of the following
Unexpired Visas: E-1, E-2, E-3, H-1B,
H-1B1, L-1, O-1, TN, M-1, C-1/D,
B1/OCS
◆ Free and Secure Trade (FAST) Card
◆ Merchant Mariner Document (MMD)

◆ U. S. Certificate of Citizenship (N-560,
561)
◆ U. S. Certificate of Naturalization
(N-550 or 570)
◆ Driver's license or ID card issued by a
State or outlying possession of the
United States
◆ Original or certified copy of birth certificate issued by a State, county, municipal
authority, or outlying possession of the
United States bearing an official seal
◆ Voter's registration card
◆ U. S. military ID card or U. S. retired
military ID
◆ U. S. military dependent's card
◆ Consular Report of Birth Abroad
◆ Expired U. S. passport
◆ Native American tribal document
◆ U. S. Social Security card
◆ U. S. Citizen card I-197
◆ U. S. Military discharge papers DD-214
◆ Department of Transportation (DOT)
medical card
◆ Civil marriage certificate
◆ MML (Merchant Mariner License) bearing
an official raised seal, or a certified copy
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Appendix D:

TWIC Immigration Status Eligibility List

Excerpt from TSA's Frequently Asked Questions
(http://www.tsa.gov/what_we_do/layers/twic/twic_faqs.shtm#eligibility)

The following individuals are eligible to apply for a TWIC per 49 CFR 1572.105:
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

A national (includes citizen) of the United States.
A lawful permanent resident of the United States.
A refugee admitted under 8 U.S.C. 1157.
An alien granted asylum under 8 U.S.C. 1158.
An alien in valid M-1 nonimmigrant status who is enrolled in the United States Merchant Marine
Academy or a comparable State maritime academy. Such individuals may serve as unlicensed
mariners on a documented vessel, regardless of their nationality, under 46 U.S.C. 8103.
A nonimmigrant alien admitted under the Compact of Free Association between the United
States and the Federated States of Micronesia, the United States and the Republic of the
Marshall Islands, or the United States and Palau.
A commercial driver licensed in Canada or Mexico who is admitted to the United States under
8 CFR 214.2(b)(4)(i)(E) to conduct business in the United States.
An alien in lawful nonimmigrant status who has unrestricted authorization to work in the United
States, except1. An alien in valid S-5 (informant of criminal organization information) lawful
nonimmigrant status;
2. An alien in valid S-6 (informant of terrorism information) lawful nonimmigrant status;
3. An alien in valid K-1 Fiancé(e)) lawful nonimmigrant status; or
4. An alien in valid K-2 (Minor child of Fiancé(e)) lawful nonimmigrant status.
An alien in the following lawful nonimmigrant status who has restricted authorization to work in
the United States1. H-1B Special Occupations;
2. H-1B1 Free Trade Agreement;
3. E-1 Treaty Trader;
4. E-3 Australian in Specialty Occupation;
5. L-1 Intracompany Executive Transfer;
6. O-1 Extraordinary Ability;
7. C-1/D, Crewman Visas;
8. B1/OCS Business Visitor/Outer Continental Shelf;
9. TN North American Free Trade Agreement; or
10. Another authorization that confers legal status, when TSA determines that the legal
status is comparable to the legal status set out in paragraphs 1-8.
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Appendix E:

Sample “Initial Determination of Security Threat Assessment” Letters (Criminal Offenses and
Immigration Status) and Accompanying Appeal, Waiver, and Request for Documentation Information
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Appendix E: (cont’d)
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Appendix E: (cont’d)
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Appendix E: (cont’d)
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Appendix E: (cont’d)
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Appendix E: (cont’d)
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Appendix E: (cont’d)
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Appendix E: (cont’d)
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Appendix E: (cont’d)
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Appendix E: (cont’d)
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Appendix E: (cont’d)
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Appendix F:

Sample Employer Letter in Support of Waiver Application
Sample Employer Letter in Support of Worker's TWIC Waiver Application
(printed on employer's letterhead)
[Date]
Re:

TWIC Waiver Application of [Employee First and Last Name]

To Whom It May Concern:

I am a [job title] with [company name]. I have supervised [employee] since [start date] in his position
as [job title] where he [brief description of job duties]. During the time I have known [employee], he
has been a model employee. He is hard working, honest, respectful, courteous, and well-liked by
his co-workers and management. He has never been subject to any discipline or reprimands by the
company, nor have any complaints been made about him by the customers he comes into contact
with every day. We do not believe that he poses any kind of security risk.
[Employee] is the kind of reliable and motivated employee whom we value very much at [company
name]. Therefore, we respectfully ask that TSA withdraw its Initial Determination of Threat
Assessment and grant him a TWIC so that he can continue working with our company.
Sincerely,

[Name]
[Address]
[Phone Number]
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